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Hi everyone! Wow! It’s been some time since we released an issue
and a lot has changed. With our new editors and writers the
magazine will now properly establish submission deadlines for
each individual issue. Response times will also expand to two
weeks to ensure that every writer receives feedback. However,
there’s one thing that hasn’t changed and that’s the quality of work
we recieved. In issue 8 you’ll find wonderfully woven poems
about heartbreak and nature, intricate prose with magical themes,
and work that leaves blue stains on your teeth. It is truly an honor
to publish such beautiful and well-written pieces. Thank you so
much to our contributors.  

Our cover art is done by the amazingly talented Ava Patalidis.
Thank you so much for creating this beautiful work of art. Her
instagram is @avapatalidis. Go support her and her wonderful art! 

Now, I would like to present works that displayed a true voice and
a strong style, works that were sweet, sour, and bubble-gum
flavoured, sticking to teeth and leaving tongues painted red and
pink. Have fun reading through issue 8. It’s a real good one. 

Warm regards,
Jessica Wang
The Founder of Ice Lolly Review  
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Uriah Howard Allis, a twenty-year-old poet from rural Western New York, has found pieces of
his heart, mind, and soul escaping to the blank page ever since he could hold a pencil. When
he officially reached his “twenties,” he began to gladly slip into rhyme and meter, and
whatever lies beyond.

 

                                  in a field on a windy day
tasting the tip of my tongue
are words that have no shape
beyond the blank space between
text and 
                                  margin

 
set in small typeface,
letters are presently absent
inventions outside intention
and expression: caught, arranged

 
                                 “i love you”

 
i wish i could remember
the first time
i let go
of a kite—

 
i am certain
the sky swallowing
the string was more
expressive than any sound
i can utter

 

in a field on a windy day - Poem
By Uriah Howard Allis

 

in a field on a windy day // Uriah Howard Allis
 



Morbid curiosity skinned the cat alive,
thus I watch the ghosts of the Nipkow disk.

Russian women with black and gray overcoats
vestiges of a world swallowed by the absurdity of time.

Terrible is the thought that your words live as you live,
do not follow their writer into the last frontier. 

Every great lover before you loved as you love,
but worst of all every great author wrote as you wrote.

Plato listened to Socrates as you listen to your radio,
lived his life as though he existed, until he didn’t.

Every great man carries the burden of mortality,
the inescapable weight upon the shoulders of Atlas.

When stripped of poetry, your life stands before you naked,
a short hiccup and judder in humanity’s plight.

Books are all that are left for the ones that are alive,
tokens from the dead’s last terrible embrace.

Dinosaur bones are the prehistoric Nipkow disk,
What will prevent your mother’s grave from being on display?

What will prevent your mother’s grave from being on display?

I am your mother, and I’m dying.

I am your mother, and I’m already dead.

Videos of the Dead - Poem
By Fabiana Barrientos

 

Videos of the Dead // Fabiana Barrientos



Houdini promised to escape.

Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape.
Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape.
Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape.
Houdini promised to escape. Houdini promised to escape.

I now reverently turn out the light. It is finished. Good night, Harry.

Fabiana Barrientos is fifteen years old and attends the International School of Beaverton.
She turned to poetry after a near-fatal accident and often writes about the inescapable
nature of time's arrow. Her difficult past and fear of dying are recurring themes in her
poetry, her way of dealing with the weight of her past and her future.

Videos of the Dead // Fabiana Barrientos



I. Él sana a los que tienen el corazón roto y venda sus heridas 
     (Psalm 147: 3) 

Their locutions flit over my head, like a murder of crows 
fleeing a foggy sunrise in the east. Mother told me to smile 

and nod, to force puddles of sunlight into my gingerbread eyes. Monochrome people hover on
tiled floors, fingers fumbling against sterling silver wrists. I study the way 

their fingernails catch on dull moissanite rings, handed to them by the papaya brushed 
remnants of their ancestors. I wonder if they were baptized in the murky water 

of chipped bathtubs. Father raised me to be a good Roman Catholic, to hold hands with the
boy that smelled like gasoline during Communion, to hold back 

bile as I kissed him during the wedding. Fragmented light dips into concave chests, nestling
against floral perfume. I peer at the wilted flowers sighing against stiff walls 

asters, bluebells, and carnations 
in a deadened glory that clings to life like ticks burrowed in a mangy dog. 

II. Mi carne y mi corazón pueden desfallecer, pero Dios es la fuerza de mi corazón y mi
    porción para siempre. 
     (Psalm 73:26) 

Death in a Foreigner’s Tongue // Isabella Melians
 

Death in a Foreigner’s Tongue - Poem 
By Isabella Melians

Mascara smudges transform into abstract paintings on tear-stained cheeks, birthing a child to
waltz across anguish-stricken skin. She leaps from
 
freckle to freckle, wobbling on tippy-toes painted with matte aegean polish. I swipe 
my thumb across her face, watching her dissipate beneath my 

fingertip. Caskets of walnut wood 
conjugate in a silent vigil. Within my mind’s eye, I can clearly 



picture the dead conversing with each other in hushed whispers. “Did you
believe their lies too?,” the elders would ask. Undecayed

jaws sighed, “Yes, they told the same stories.” Phantom 
hands caressed my jaw, gliding beneath and tilting 

it upwards and towards firmaments of an unforgiving and 
disquieting god. Oh, how I covet to join Him. 

III. Jesús le dijo: “Yo soy la resurrección y la vida." 
   (John 11:25-26) 

Hearts of sanguine blood strain against suffocating ribs; pomegranate veins strain
against sweaty palms as they shove roses against brass handles. The 

clicking of heels decrescendos and crescendos as they deposit their 
flowers and scurry back. One steps, two steps, three steps, 

I am pulled forward by the roots of my hair. I stand before him and his stale air.
Should I feel remorse? Should I pray for his day of heavenly 

resurrection? Reluctant hymns drip from chapped 
lips, the same lips that so greedily drank prayers from their mother’s teat. 

I am an intruder within 
these people, an imposter coated in vermillion lipstick. I kiss the top of his 

forehead, dusting brunette hair away from his pasty, rubbery skin. He   
still smells like gasoline.

Isabella Melians is a 16-year-old sophomore attending school in South Florida. She is the vice
president of her school's writing club, "The Writers' Circle," and hopes to get published in various
online media. After graduation, Isabella hopes to attend university in the northeast United States and
study psychology.

Death in a Foreigner’s Tongue // Isabella Melians
 



Have you ever tasted something 
before you knew what it was? 

Of course you have: the milk 
you drank as an infant was not 

so unlike the food siphoned into your belly
in the womb. Whether or not you like pickles 

now is because your mother ate so many. 
I’ve only ever tasted one Reese’s piece

how I only imagine seeing 
the view beyond the Grand Canyon 

sign without any sign or ropes— unwrapped. 
But still in a sad glass or plastic 

dish of other pieces, swiped small 
like the bowl of change on the dresser. 

Have you ever tasted something 
before you knew what it was? 

            Of course you have; and meanwhile 
            even the trees outside were labeled. 

 
Sophia Bannister works at the Hudson Valley Writers Center in Sleepy Hollow, New York. Her
work is featured and forthcoming in Prometheus Dreaming, Drunk Monkeys, Meat For Tea:
The Valley Review, Poetry Online and Crack the Spine.

Museums - Poem
By Sophia Bannister 

Museums // Sophia Bannister 
 



Our Nascent Devotion - Poem
By Zinnia Hansen

The cold is beloved. Tense with joy and muscle cramps, I wait on the frosty grass for your smile. I
think it’s worth writing love letters because one day we will burn them. You are nothing like a star.
We’ll need all the heat we can get. 

I want to worship you. Quixotically embalming our notion of tomorrow with frankincense, gold, and
myrrh. Tell me that you are beautiful. It’s all I need to hear. Repeat yourself, re-trace your lines until
you are a Michelangelo-made goddess. 

The sunlight, slanted, precious, tells me we are waiting for something. Are we waiting to become
whole, waiting for our nascent devotion to stop wriggling? I used to pick forget-me-nots. I collected
little blue blossoms, weaving flower language with my tongue. I wish my lips were still soil-stained.
I wish I knew which words smelled alive.

Zinnia Hansen is a seventeen-year-old high school student and poet from Port Townsend,
Washington. She has a tendency towards abstraction, but a deep love of the idiosyncrasies that make
us human. Her work has been published through the Young Writers Project, and she is a participant
in The Hugo House Young Writers Cohort.

Our Nascent Devotion // Zinnia Hansen
 
 



Voices - Poem 
By Kelli Lage
 
the voices of those / who believe in my words / ring through my head / like a hymn / on Sunday
morning / pulling me out of the pits / of rejection / oh! / how it stings like a fiery bee / to be told /
one’s soul is off-tune / the dawns I rose / to catch the earth still / so I could capture it / in my journal /
scrawling / the sharp ticks / of a grandfather clock / as I try to beat the sun / by and by / I find stories /
in the moments / of everyday / my husband dancing to records / my dog diving into creeks / moments
/ to never die / carried on / in readers / for others / to know the hearts I know / settles me to sleep / the
buttery moon / drips upon my lips / leaving honeyed poems / to catch in morning’s coming 

Kelli Lage lives in the Midwest countryside with her husband, and their dog, Cedar. Lage is currently
earning her degree in Secondary English Education and works as a substitute teacher. Lage states
she is here to give readers words that resonate. Awards: Special Award for First-time Entrant,
Lyrical Iowa. 

Voices // Kelli Lage
 
 



SKY - Poem 
By Emily Hizny

Open, 
expanded 
and contracted 
with each horizon 
line, 
bountiful 
with cloud key 
and wind wave, 
the glow 
and the dark. 
Journey 
and query 
under the magic blue 
won't you? 
Soothing 
in its hug of the earth, 
a beautiful barrier 
to beyond. 
Birds of biology 
and mechanics 
glide and soar, 
through the clouds 
above the clouds 
beneath the clouds, 
with an elegant touch. 
Scream your sorrows 
and grieve, 
feel the topaz light 
in its aqua pool 
jump in excess 
to embrace you. 

SKY // Emily Hizny



When the haven 
of heaven 
is not still and blue, 
it is a pallet 
for rose pinks and golden oranges
layered in companionship 
for a few brief minutes 
before succumbing to the darkness.
On occasion 
a tempest will storm through,
jolting and jarring in 
thunderous cracks, 
cursing and quaking 
until it passes, 
hexing the earth ablaze 
with the colors 
of the rainbow. 
Shall we go see it? 
Together?

Emily Hizny is an 18 year old Creative Writing and Publishing & Editing double major at
Susquehanna University with a home state of New Jersey. Her work is featured in SU's
Summer Writers Workshop Anthology as well as the upcoming edition of SU's literary
magazine RiverCraft. In her free time you can find her sewing, playing video games, and
being a part-time octopus.

SKY // Emily Hizny



Show Me Innocence - Poem 
By Samari Zysk 

i wish i could have watched myself shatter 
so i could know where my pieces fit 
but we only have names when we’re born and nothing 
to remember ourselves by 

i can’t recall where my mouth opens – is it teeth first, 
then tongue? throat first, turned inside-out? show me 
where i open without touching me 

i keep my innocence on top of my tongue 
soft and swollen and sweet, like a cherry 
the older i get, the more i realize that the 

tree it came from is so much bigger than 
i am. where did i come from to end up 
here? it might be a contradiction to imagine 

my innocence so red, but you can’t see the
color of blood without opening the skin and 
who’s to say what piece of me is contained 

sleeping within my innocence? what do i taste 
like? show me where i break without saying my 
name. i know i broke there. i’m afraid to bite down

Samari Zysk is a 21 year-old queer Jewish poet and MFA student at Mills College. They
are also an editor for Maw: Poetry Magazine. You can find their work in Delicate Friend
and Ghost City Review, among others. They currently live in Kent, Washington. You can
visit them at www.samarizysk.org.

Show Me Innocence // Samari Zysk 
 



[What Else Does It Means To Be A Flower?] - Poem 
By Olumide Manuel
Previously published on Twyckenham Notes 

 

[What Else Does It Means To Be A Flower?] // Olumide Manuel

I said flowerboy flowerboy, 
aren't your bones oars, swirling lithely 
between chaos of titanium grace? 
With his face a marl of summer dawns, 
he threw back his crown and refracted 
a lulling glee into my rusty palms. 
I saw right there on his lower lip 
a disco of angels dancing 
in loose cashmere robes and glass shoes. 
My adulation became too caustic. 
We rumpled and he fell —all tattered petals 
breezing cold and broken alleluia. 
I mourned my flowerboy, 
fast fading and blending with the humdrum, 
remaining only a crepuscule, whispering 
and whispering again like a dying whirlwind 
—what else does it means to be a flower? 
And because I don't know, I walked
into a river, and night into me.

Olumide Manuel is a Nigerian poet, 24, with pronouns (he/him) and a degree in
environmental science. His Poetry has been featured on or forthcoming on
ARTmosterrific journal, Gigantic Sequins, Frontier Poetry, Feral Poetry Club, Plum
Literary Journal Sublunary Review, Grand Little Things and elsewhere. He tweets
@Olu_midemanuel.
 



Solar System - Multilingual Poem 
By Sophie Kessler 

’they said they would love each other 
until the sun lost its glow. they promised that 
their children would inherit the earth only when it 
shattered into a million glass shards. 
they would wait out centuries 
and hold each other until the last star 
had blinked out.′ 

‘ils ont dit qu'ils s'aimeraient 
jusqu'à ce que le soleil s'éteindrait, ils ont promis que leurs enfants n'hériteraient de la terre que
lorsqu'elle se brisera en mille morceaux de verre. 
ils attendraient des siècles 
en s'embrassant jusqu'à la dernière étoile 
s'efface.’

 

Sophie is a teenage girl from New Jersey who loves writing and music. She is passionate about
social issues, particularly climate change, and encourages you to stand up for what you
believe in. 

Solar System // Sophie Kessler 
 



Suburban Glow - Poem 
By Kayla Arroyo

I wonder why the moon glows different in the suburbs.
The light illuminates the girl with the pen and paper
as she sits on her bed facing her window.
A spotlight just for her, for the hours until dawn
she will pretend she is a movie star.
The city streets bleed with the notion of mediocracy
The building portrays a tale of mediumness
it's a premating deadly feeling. 
I hope the girls from the suburbs 
never move to New York City. 
If the moon lights for them, and the creek beats with their heart,
they will sprout with the plants and rise with the pollen,
they will glow like the moon and live honest.
When I look at the sky, I will not see the achievements of man
but the city girls like me who never had a chance.

Kayla Arroyo is a 16 year old high school student from Staten Island. She usually expresses her
feelings in long rants but has been increasingly taking an interest in poetry and writing.

Suburban Glow // Kayla Arroyo
 
 



lollipop headlights 
By Yun-Fei Wang

for the longest time, the years after i left us things changed: the sweets jar is always empty.
hollow. it was a curse– every candy i tried would taste like headlights that evening 

in the backseats of your run-down car we broke into crushed sugar, condensed at all the
sweetest places– 
your smile, fingertips, ecstasy, my ghost 

like hourglass sand through a narrow tunnel your nails slit open powdered flesh 
the past and present remained still 
until one overflowed into the other– i met you: 

sculpting candy with knife-like teeth, you dragged the lollipop across my closed lips 
scraping with shards of broken headlights as our moonlit nights slowly slipped away 

like this one: back of your car, tasted timeless scars, you tell me it’s okay– lollipop bits stuck to
the back of my throat and sticky under my tongue like sand 

after every grain has passed through the hourglass neck, will there ever be another us? 
the sweet blood i crave 
searching through an hourglass; our glass 

somehow my lips ended up etched in shards pressed tightly against the side of your neck i fed
on your blood trickling into my scars intoxicated from the sugar on your lips 

slowly, i sank, like metal keys in honey into oceans of starlight, sickly sweet they became mists
of heavy dreams seeping into scars until we were but– 

your fingertips poisonous to my skin like headlights waiting to break. 
and that was why, even after a forever every piece of candy would remind me of: 

lollipop headlights //  Yun-Fei Wang
 
 
 



one, a taste no artificial sweets could match
two, a story ending with broken headlights three, the hourglass on your bedroom shelf, and four,
you;

A few years ago, Taiwanese writer Yun-Fei Wang had begun using fiction as an escapism from the
overwhelming sadness of being alive. Now that she's 16, falling deeper than ever, she can
fortunately affirm that literature has been, is, and will be the only fragment of sanity in her life. Find
her at a silent midnight, or at @immortalrainpoetry on Instagram.

lollipop headlights //  Yun-Fei Wang
 
 
 



Shadows in the bed - Poem
By Eleanor May Blackburn 

Dappled sunlight licks at my bare legs sprawled across the end of the bed. My arms are slowly
growing into your shins, an extension of your already long limbs. I give an audible sigh and then 
no more. morning glory stretches into pleasant dinner into afternoon delight into midsummer’s eve.
Still we do not move. Not when the dusk turns to dark turns to starry skies turns to moonlit lovers
nest. Night time should bring with it dreams yet perhaps any possible visions are a nightmare in
comparison. We do not sleep we do not move we do not talk. We are afraid we might defile the
ecstasy. Any addition to this scenario would surely tarnish the sensation of my darling, the sensation
of fluttering eyelash tickling proud manhood. We do not breathe. We suffocate. We die. 

Eleanor is a 23 year old actor/writer from Sheffield in England and has been previously published in
GLOBALISATION: THE SPHERE KEEPS SPINNING anthology by Making Magic Happen Press
and Southchild Lit’s Issue 2.

Shadows in the bed // Eleanor May Blackburn 



Painted Desert - Poem 
By Sarah Ogden

Eyes, unruly
Southwest painted desert   
Below solid sky   
Kissed by bleeding hues
Of untamed arteries.  

Gaze, stifling  
Petrified shards of sun   
Yet I shiver   
Rays fixed on my figure   
Restless feet grind into sand.   

Iris, crisp   
Washes in with dusk   
Where I lie   
Engrained against shadow
Of moon-like glow.   

Spine, pinned stiff 
In chilly night air   
Eyes sting me   
A silhouette   
Bewildered beneath your stare.   

Sarah Ogden is seventeen and a junior at Cocoa Beach High School in Florida. She is
previously unpublished, besides having one older poem self-published. She spends most of her
free time writing, but she also enjoys travelling, surfing, running cross country, and listening
to 70s music. She hopes to pursue a career as a writer.
 

Painted Desert // Sarah Ogden
 



sprout. - Poem 
By Henley James
 
for months i have been chained. 
oh, how i longed to break free 
from this underground cage. 
but i am simply a seed. 
weak. 
alone. 
with nothing to give me strength. 
that was until i felt it. 
i'm not sure what it was but,  
it seeped from the ceiling above me. 
 
i didn't think it did anything at first, 
until i felt it. 
the cage was loosening. 
was the cage becoming weaker? 
or was i becoming stronger? 
i didn't know, 
i didn't care. 
the only thing i did know, 
was that i was breaking  
f  
  r 
     e 
        e. 
 
no longer would i suffer in this 
insufferable darkness. 
no, i would rise, 
and be strong. 
 
days more passed and  
i began to lose hope. 

sprout. // Henley James
 
 
 



sprout. // Henley James
 
 
 

was i not getting stronger after all? 
and then i looked around me. 
where was i? 
it wasn't as suffocating. 
i looked down, 
and there lay a seed 
and from the seed came me. 
 
i did it, 
i broke free. 
but i am still trapped in the darkness. 
is the darkness never-ending? 
no, it couldn't be, 
i won't believe that. 
 it continued to rain down on me. 
the changes came faster now. 
i grew, 
and g r e w, 
and g r e w. 
until at last, 
there was no more darkness. 
 
it was light. 
i was light. 
i never wanted to go back to the darkness. 
i looked around me. 
green. 
green?  
green! 
i was surrounded by color, 
i was surrounded by life. 
life. 
l i f e. 
 
i finally looked down at me 

 



sprout. // Henley James
 
 
 

i wasn't just a seed anymore. 
i was a 
S 
P 
O 
U 
T. 
 
i won't stop here. 
i was surrounded by life, 
by spring. 
everything was growing, 
changing. 
as i would continue to change. 
i will not stop. 
i will continue to 
G R O W. 

Henley James is a young author from Washington who enjoys hot mugs of tea and dancing in the
rain. She longs to help others in any way possible, hopefully through her various written pieces.
She's well on her way to getting her highschool diploma and is pushing to achieve her goals.

 



four stories i’ve told myself in the car // Emily Frost 
 
 
 
 

four stories i’ve told myself in the car - Poem 
By Emily Frost 

(after “eleven daydreams of the week”) 

one. i am going nowhere, this time in a way i can appreciate. anonymity is finally a blanket
around my shoulders, a fresh piece of paper i can leave unmarked if i so desire. i know myself, so
i no longer need to be known. i leave the radio off and let the silence guide me somewhere i could
build a shelter. 

two. it is spring and i am almost healed. i can roll the windows down and let the rain wash away
what remains of my tears. i have planted flowers in my hollow places, scattered seeds everywhere
the light can reach. i tell myself that will be enough. 

three. it is the middle of the night and no one is around to hear me sing or scream or sing. the
words pouring from my mouth come from a place i’ve long forgotten, but i’m content with the
knowledge that they belong to me. i look up at the stars and the heavy eyes of the universe open
for me, indifferent and aching with potential. 

four. i wake up in my own bed. my house has become a place to escape to rather than escape
from. my mind fills with the correct colors without my guidance. it is bright around me and
within me and i am not blinded. i am free to go where i am led but i have found a place to return
to.

Emily Frost is a 16-year-old student and writer from the DC area. She edits with Polyphony Lit
and the Lumiere Review. Her writing has been published in BLANK Magazine and recognized by
the Interlochen Center for the Arts. You can find her on Twitter @saidemilyfrost."
 



Interplanetary Difference // Jessica Purgett
 
 
 
 

Interplanetary Difference - Poem 
By Jessica Purgett

It’s better
for you and
I to navigate
this life
apart—
like Jupiter
and Earth—
part of the same
universe but 
365 million
miles distant.

You are Earth—
beauty comes so
easily to you—
your words 
paint flowing
sunsets on your
breath. You are wavy
blue and rolling green.

I am Jupiter—
try to get close
and I will burn
you with my
scorching words.
I will suffocate
you with my
lack of 
oxygen.



I am Jupiter—
there is a swirling
storm inside me.
It will not let
you get close.

I am Jupiter—
just an endless
stretch of 
atmosphere—
there is no 
place to plant
your feet.

We cannot
overcome our
interplanetary
difference.
It’s better if we
keep our 
distance.

Jessica Purgett is 23 years old and currently resides in Southeast Wisconsin. She is the editor-in-
chief of The Mark Literary Review. She is published in Paha Review and has work forthcoming
in Sledgehammer Lit.

Interplanetary Difference // Jessica Purgett
 
 
 
 



I Am Sam. Other Sam, I Am NOT! - Fiction
By J.V. Sumpter

Dear Sam Cox,

        You’re from Wisconsin, so maybe you don’t know how things work down here in Kansas.
Well, I’ll tell you. I’m the original Sam at Briar Elementary, and I have dibs on Margie Reynolds.
Any kid on the playground who saw me shove the stink tree in her face could’ve told you so.
         I got her the day Tom Erhardt realized the white buds on what my mom calls “popcorn
trees” smell like flower farts and tricked Jenny Rilenger into smelling some. This kicked off a
free-for-all where the stink-treed kids hurried to stink-tree someone else before word could get to
everyone. Margie’d been late to recess that day – but not ‘cause she was in trouble. ‘Cause she’s
Ms. Fisher’s “Class Helper,” so she does things like take stuff to Principal’s office. Principal and
me are not best friends, though we see each other a lot. He says I’m not bad; I just have lots of
energy. I told him that’s ‘cause I eat Pop-Tarts for breakfast every day, and he frowned. I bet his
mom doesn’t buy him Pop-Tarts for breakfast.
         Margie was walking the small ledge that separates the grass from the playground rocks
when I ran over. Her arms were out to keep her balance, but she teetered. A lot. My hands were
holding a stink-tree branch behind my back as I followed. I stared at the back of her head. Her
black hair was pulled back into fuzzy bands that looked like Froot Loops. It was shiny.
         I bet she uses Pantene Volumizing Shampoo.
         “Hey, Marge,” I said, inching closer. “I’ve got flowers for you!”
         “I don’t want your stupid flowers,” she said, not pausing to look back, but I shoved ‘em at
her.
         “Smell it and weep!” I shrieked. Xander’d said that when he got me.
         Margie flailed; she planted a foot on the grass and stayed up. I shoved the flowers up her
face as she took a breath, and her nose crinkled. It’s short and round and freckled, and squished
kind of like a pig’s – as a girl would say, adorable.
         “Smells lovely,” Margie said, her eyes watering like she’d eaten the peppers that come in
Papa John’s pizza boxes.
          I huffed. “You’re lying!”
         “Am not,” she said.
        “Hey Marge,” I said. “You’ve got a pig nose.” 
 

I Am Sam. Other Sam, I Am NOT! // J.V. Sumpter
 
 
 
 
 



          And then she chased me, and that’s how I got dibs.
          But then you moved in from Wisconsin, and you had a cast and let the class draw on it.
Margie drew two purple hearts and one pink one. So now your cast is girly; it doesn’t matter how
many Batman logos you draw on it.
           I drew a frowny-face cactus ‘cause you have prickly caterpillar eyebrows and I don’t like
you.
           I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but Margie’s been trailing you. You should be careful. She
touched the snakeskin Ms. Fisher keeps in the science drawer, and any girl who’d do that is “not all
dente in the upstairs noodle,” as Uncle Pete says.
           Uncle Pete also says I shouldn’t call you my enemy – that’s not nice – but it’s too late; no
one can take back what happened at recess today.
           Margie was on the swings with Jenny, and Jenny said, “I think Sam’s listening to us.”
           And Margie said, “Sam Cox or the other Sam?”
           And Jenny said, “Other Sam,” and Margie nodded.
           My cover blown, I stomped over. “Hey! Why am I ‘Other Sam’? I was here first!”
           “Uh oh! Is Other Sam feewing a wittle angwy?” said Jenny, smiling brightly.
            Margie’s face was serious. “Sam Cox is Sam Cox. I don’t know your surname.”
            “My sir name?” I shaded my eyes from the sun and gaped at her.
            “Yeah,” said Margie, pumping her feet hard to make her go higher. “What’s your surname?”
             I didn’t have a sir name, but I didn’t want to be uncool, so I made one up. “Sir Sam the
Bold-Hearted!” 
             “Sir Sam the Bold-Hearted!” Jenny shrieked. She looked at Margie, and Margie looked at
Jenny, and the two burst into giggles.
              So now I look stupid thanks to you.

J.V. Sumpter is a 21-year-old writer from Tulsa, Oklahoma. She has a BFA from the University of
Evansville, Indiana and recent publications in New Welsh Review, Leading Edge Magazine, and
Not Deer Magazine, with more forthcoming. Visit her on Twitter @JVSReads.
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Spires and Spells - Flash Fiction 
By Antara Gupta 

      In Sina, the central island kingdom of the archipelago, a young King sat on his throne. The
palace, a construct of marble and gold, graced the top of the hill that swelled by the southern coast
of the island. The crashing of waves against the rocky shore floated up and through the windows to
fill the halls of the palace and if one chose the right balcony, they could feel the salty spray coat 
 their skin.
      This King was new to his position, and came with all the naivete of inexperience. Advisors
muttered behind their backs of the terrible job his father had done to prepare him to rule the island.
The King knew of this, but he didn’t mind. Nothing he could say would stop the whispers, they
were true after all. He did find that he felt the need to escape sometimes; from the constant stream
of doubt his court and subjects aimed at him.
      The waters around the island were choppy and unwelcoming. While they started an almost
serene blue, the further one got, the darker the waters became. There seemed to be a perpetual storm
awaiting all sailors who strayed too far from the shores in any direction. It was a curse, the islanders
said, placed on the kingdom years ago by a slighted mage. 
      The King became skilled at recognizing the imminent arrival of these storms. He spent hours
rowing the small boat he kept on permanent hold at a rental shop, paying the owner good money for
his secrecy. And so the King found himself gently swaying in the gentle blue patches of water by
the northern shores almost everyday, even if it was for only a few minutes. He always kept an eye
out for the storms.

      He was adrift, our young King, when he first fell in love. The woman was on the shore when he
returned, her light skirts flowing in the breeze and her dark hair obscuring her face. She was
skipping around on the beach, humming to a tune he could only assume was playing in her head.
Her toe dug into the sand as she dragged her leg across it in some imitation of the stroke of a
paintbrush. Her brown eyes struck him as soon as she looked over. 
      The Queen was not from Sina, that much was clear. Her skin a shade too dark, her accent
smoother and heavier. She had memories of places the King had never heard of, and she wrote in an
unfamiliar hand. At night, when she thought he was asleep, the King heard her mumbling in a
language he didn’t understand. 
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       The last vestiges of her home sunk their roots deep into the Queen’s soul. The King would
come across her staring into space, lost in a memory of shadows and phantoms. Alleys that didn’t
exist, traditions that were foreign. Sometimes the King caught her with tear tracks down her cheeks
and on those nights he rocked her to sleep.

       The strange thing about the Queen was that she could never remember where home was. Her
memories, her soul, were untethered and adrift, but the winds refused to guide her. She spent
countless hours in the palace library, trying to find hints to anything that could help her identify her
home. Every now and then, the King would rise to find the bed bereft of his wife. She would return
to the palace with bags under her eyes and the scent of spells trailing behind her. But none of the
saints and roadside mages she visited could break past the block in her mind behind which her
home lay. 
       The King felt every defeat in his own heart. Every tear, every sleepless night, pushed him
forward in his pursuit to find his wife the happiness of knowing her home again. One night, when
the moon was high and the waves higher, when the stars spelled secrets he couldn't decode, he went
to the royal mage and asked for a way off the island. 
       It took a week for the mage to come back to him, once again in the dead of night with the rest
of the palace asleep. They trudged down the hills to the rocky shores of the south where the mage
carved a spell onto the rocks and raised his arms. His muscles strained and his fingers locked,
curved and pointed, into place. Slowly the sea parted, one hundred feet tall walls on either side of a
chasm that lay the ocean floor bare. And then the sand began to part and the corals shifted. Rocks
broke through the surface and shot upwards to reach the height of the sea. Tall spears, cutting
through the cloud and lost in the stars, one on either side of the chasm, repeating every couple of
thousand counts. A stone plank and railings began to bleed into existence, connecting the towers
and carving a path. The King watched entranced. Once the bridge solidified, the mage set the sand,
corals, and sea back to where they were and turned to the King, exhaustion visible in his every inch.
The bridge towered over the sea.
        For the next two months, once a week, the mage and the King went to a coast and the mage
lifted a bridge into existence. Soon, there were eight ways off Sina, one connected to every island
that surrounded them. Now the Queen could leave and try to find her home. 

Antara (she/her) is a 21-year-old queer Indian writer currently studying in Canada. She has been
writing since she was ten years old, focusing on creative non-fiction but with a healthy dose of
fantasy mixed in. When she is not writing, you can find her behind a book, knitting, coding, or
throwing impromptu dance parties. 
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Closets - Flash fiction 
By Anuva Chowdhury 

           ‘So, straight home?’
            I look at her. ‘Yeah.’
            It’s been a week since we graduated. The knowledge that we’ve left that stage of our life
behind is a strange weight in my chest. I was distracted the past few days, my family filling up the
emptiness in my days so completely that there wasn’t time to notice it. But we’ve just dropped them
off at the airport, and I feel it now –a heavy vacancy.
            In another fortnight, I’ll be in a different place. I glance at Amari. With different people. My
parents wanted to stay for it, to help me settle in, but I didn’t let them. There are some goodbyes I can’t
say with them around.
            The drive is silent. We don’t know how to navigate this. The space between us that my family
somehow left. And the recognition that our days together are numbered. I know we won’t
acknowledge it; we’ll walk around it, talk around it, look around it too. It’s how it’s always been. The
two of us are much too good at moving in circles.
            It’s still dark when we get home, and I’m surprised. I thought we’d driven into dawn. I unlock
the door, let us in, turn on the lights. Collapse on the couch.
           ‘Are you hungry?’ Amari’s behind the kitchen counter, holding up a Tupperware of curried
chicken my dad made sure to leave. It’s halal, acquired from halfway across town, much further than
I’d ever drive for myself. 
            I shake my head. ‘Not really.’
            She sighs, putting it down. I try to read the sound. 
            ‘You okay?’ I ask. 
            She nods. Our eyes meet. A moment passes.
            It’s quiet again as she walks over to where I’m curled up on the couch.
            ‘So.’ She sits down next to me, legs pulled up to her chest, head on her knees. ‘This Friday.
You have the jummah prayer…and then maybe we could do something? Just us?’
            ‘Okay.’ There’s a pause as we each try to think of more to say.
            ‘Are you excited?’ she asks eventually. ‘I’ve always wanted to live in Atlanta.’
            I raise a skeptical eyebrow. ‘No you haven’t.’ I smile. ‘But you could come visit.’
            ‘Maybe I will.’
            Another silence.
            ‘It’s been weird, right? The last couple weeks? I felt…like I was pretending the entire time.’
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             ‘Yeah,’ I say, closing my eyes. ‘I’ve missed you.’  
             I imagine her nodding. Then my eyes flutter open as her fingers brush my cheek.
             ‘Shhh,’ she whispers, tracing her thumb under my eye. ‘Keep them closed.’
             Then she kisses me, with her customary gentleness, except we’re tired and thirsty and out of
time. It’s slow, like the lazy kisses we’ve shared on random summer evenings, but this time it’s about
finding each other, finding our way back. And it’s hello and goodbye and it’s stay, stay, stay.
             I’m a little dizzy when she pulls away. She’s still leaning into my space, her breath hot on my
skin. ‘I missed you too,’ she says. I feel her inhale. ‘I…don’t know.’ Exhale. ‘How I’ll survive.’
Inhale. ‘Missing you again.’ Sharp exhale.
             She looks at me, eyes dark. I want to say something but she kisses me again, probably to
make me forget she was vulnerable for a moment. And I let her, because I’ve forgotten how to think.
             She pulls away again, moving properly away this time. Shakes her head, closes her eyes,
walks away, closes the door. And I remember just how tired I am. Pretending the entire time? I know
what that feels like. 
             Because this is just another moment I’ll have to pretend to forget in the morning. And she’ll
fake a smile and avoid my eye and watch me when I’m not looking. And when my parents call, I’ll
listen to them teasingly ask about a boyfriend when all I can think about is her hands in my hair. And
I’ll ask myself later, when she’s asleep and it’s daytime where my parents are: would I have a
boyfriend if let myself? Or a girlfriend who’s mine all seven days of the week? Would they be there
for me when I needed them? Would they stay the night to hold me? Would they stay the morning
after? 
             We are each other’s secrets. I’ve accepted that. I hide our love where no one else can reach it.
She keeps it somewhere even she can’t see. 
             Sometimes I want to tell her she’s safe here, when we’re alone and together. But I promised
her a long time ago, when we were nine years old and exchanging friendship bracelets, that I would
never lie to her. These stolen moments are only illusions. We breathe each other in behind closed
doors, in confined spaces. But eventually we’ll run out of air. 
             I’ve drifted to near sleep on the couch when I hear her leave her room again. She is a shadow
–barely that – on the edge of my vision as she finds me. Fingers touch my hair, tuck it quietly behind
my ear. I don’t open my eyes because it might be a dream. 
             Soft lips press a kiss to my temple, then she’s gone again. It feels like goodbye. It always
does.

Anuva Chowdhury (she/they) is a high school student from Dhaka, Bangladesh. She is sixteen and
searching, exploring her identity through writing. She writes stories about queer Muslims finding
their way. 
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Abyss - Fiction 
By Janya Bhaskar 
Previously published in Hypernova Lit. 

I open my eyes. My breath mists as I exhale. I sit up, and look around. I’m in the middle of a vast
snowfield, white and unending. 

I stand up and my feet sink into the snow. For some odd reason I’m not cold even though I’m only
wearing a t-shirt and a pair of jeans. 

“Hello?” I call out, hoping that someone answers. No one does. I turn around and see the sun on the
horizon. Perhaps it will lead me somewhere.  

I start walking toward the sun. Eventually I have to end up somewhere, right? 

# 

So far I've been walking for almost a day, and there has been absolutely no change in the bleak
landscape. The sun has not changed position at all, which should be impossible. 

Then again, I'm pretty sure that nearly everything in this place should be impossible, yet it isn't. I
wonder why. 

# 

I have no idea how long I have been walking, but I’m not getting tired at all, strange as that feels. As I
walk, countless thoughts run through my mind. 

Where am I? What am I doing here? Is this a dream? Let me wake up. 

Please. To anyone listening, please, just let me wake up. I’m desperate. And I’m begging. Please.

 # 

The girl sighs, and looks back at the hospital bed. Her best friend is still lying there, in a coma.
Nothing has changed since the incident. 
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Her best friend’s mother walks in, a worried look on her face. “Anything?” she asks. The girl shakes
her head “No change. They still haven’t found a way to wake them up” the girl replies. 

The mother sighs, and sits at the foot of the bed, and holds her child’s hand. “I love you and I will
never forget you” she says as tears run down her face.

The girl approaches the distraught mother “So, are we...? Are they...?” her voice catches. She’s afraid
to ask the question. She knows what the answer is but is hoping in vain that she is wrong.

The mother stands up, still silently crying tears of sadness “It’s been over 5 years. There has been no
change in their condition and it doesn’t seem like the doctors will find a way to rouse them anytime
soon, and I can’t live like this...in constant hope for them to wake up, and constant pain at seeing
them like this every day. We really have no other choice”

The girl is now weeping. She hugs the mother and the mother hugs her back. They are clinging to
each other in fear that they will lose themselves in the pain.

“Goodbye my dear friend” the girl whispers, kissing her best friend’s forehead as the medical team
comes in sometime later to take the comatose patient off life support. The heart monitor starts beeping
faster and faster as their heart beat drops drastically, and eventually the beeping stops and becomes
constant. 

The two women hug each other for comfort, shivering and sobbing, despair rending their hearts with
this loss of someone dearly beloved to both of them.

# 

I fall down, suddenly weak. I look up at the sky, as it darkens rapidly. I am growing weaker and
weaker by the second, and I wail and cry as I plunge into the abyss, into the nothingness that is death. 

Janya Bhaskar is sixteen and a high school student in Northern California. She published her debut
novel, The Fall Of A God, in the summer of 2020. She loves to write dark adventure and fantasy
fiction. She is editing her collection of short stories and is writing her next fiction trilogy. She enjoys
reading about advances in biological research and space.
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The Rivalry - Flash Fiction
By Allison Xu 

       Carrying a Bankers box loaded with vegetables, I inched toward the gate of a Sunday Language
School. The dazzling sunlight in late April sent waves of heat, casting a sheen of sweat on my
forehead. 
        As I approached the arched double-door entrance of the school, I saw what I had expected. A
short old lady was sitting on a folding chair on the right side of the gate, her arms folded and one leg
crossed over the other. In front of her was a lavish display of squashes, green peppers, onions,
eggplants, and carrots, bright and colorful under the sunlight. Next to her was a sign made of
cardboard, reading “Fresh Vegetables for Sale.”
        I plodded toward the left side of the gate. The old lady noticed me and locked her eyes on me,
which brought a quiver of unease through me. Laying down the box, I wiped sweat off my forehead
and checked my turquoise watch. School would start in 15 minutes and soon parents and children
would arrive. 
         I unpacked my vegetables on a plastic tablecloth, arranging them in neat little piles. When I set
up my whiteboard sign, “Produce from My Mom’s Garden,” against the empty box, I peeked at the
old lady, who was glaring at me as if I were an intruder of her territory.
          I was a newcomer, but I was not an intruder. It was not her territory; it was a public space. I
didn’t want my courage to ooze away so I stared back. Rolling her eyes, she shifted her focus back to
her own stand and moved the sign a few inches forward.  
          Steady streams of cars started to pull into the parking lot, and parents and children stepped out
their cars, heading toward the school entrance. 
          “Fresh… fresh vegetables!” I tried to yell, like a pushcart peddler, in an attempt to attract their
attention, but my voice was dry and quivering. Only a few parents glanced at my display and no one
slowed down. As people scurried into the building, as if they didn’t see me, I felt the sweat
dampening my face again. I comforted myself—After the parents drop their kids in the classroom,
they will have time to shop.  
         The ringing bell marked the start of the class. Parents strolled out the gate in small groups, but
they were chattering and laughing, not showing the interest I had been hoping for. A rising sense of
disappointment crept over my heart like a dark shadow.  
       A middle-aged man in a blue Nautica t-shirt came into focus. He paused between the old lady and
me, scanning both stands. Then he walked up to me, picking up two squashes. “So fresh and much
cheaper than grocery stores,” he said in a loud voice of satisfaction. “My dinner is settled!” He
handed me a couple of dollar bills.
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           His words caught the attention of two women passing by. They checked on my vegetables and
bought several onions and carrots. Several more parents came over to see what they had missed. Soon
enough, all my produce was sold out. 
           As I was folding up the tablecloth and putting it in the box, I gazed at my rival, who still had
piles of leafy greens and peppers left to sell. She glanced down at my empty display and then at me in
disbelief. I flashed a friendly smile at her and nodded goodbye. 
            I ambled toward the parking lot with my box, ready to go home. The middle-aged man was
leaning against a black van in the far corner of the lot. I headed toward him, smiling gratefully, and
whispered, “Thank you, dad!”

Allison Xu is a freshman at Walter Johnson High School in Rockville, Maryland. She is 14 years old.
She has won many writer awards, including Scholastic Arts & Writing awards, grade winner in Blue
Fire Creative Writing Contest, first place in Kay Snow Writing Contest, etc. Her work has been
published in Germ Magazine, Secret Attic, 50-Word Stories, and several anthologies.
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Golden Child - Fiction 
By Sarah Walker 

                  Drawn like a moth to a flame, you are coming home. The castle—once daunting in its
grandeur—has waited patiently for this very moment. It never doubted you would surrender and
return. 
                  Here you are. 
                  The castle ushers your weary feet inside, and your ears ring from the sudden silence.
Despite having grown up here, it takes time to readjust to the castle’s stifling nature. It tells you to
leave all the knowledge and experience you have accumulated out on the doorstep. Better not bring
dirt inside. 
                  While shaping a path away from your mother’s room, which you had been moving
towards on instinct, the castle says: Come. This won’t do. You ought to be more presentable. Do
not shame us after all these years.
                   Follow its gaze and see clearly: your pant cuffs are shredded from the long walk home.
The colours you wear are all washed out. You follow the castle’s lead in quiet agreement. 
                   In a new room constructed of marble and redwood, the walls of your childhood home
close around you. It’s as if it were remodelled after your tastes despite your absence. Hands take
you apart and put you back together just how you should want to be. 
                   An eternity passes before you are given a mirror. Stare into what is supposed to be your
reflection. Golden skin. A long face. The features all look familiar, but as if they were worn by a
friend or acquaintance. A high scar across your forehead. Cheeks void of baby fat. Are you ready?
the castle asks. 
                   It does not wait for an answer. It takes your elbow and gently pulls you forth. You
stand, limbs languid and malleable. The pressure has returned; there is no room for error. Out you
go. Even though the decor has changed, you know the castle’s twists and turns like the back of your
hand. This is where you grew up. This is what you have left. You have come home. Next is what
you have been both anticipating and dreading: a reunion. 
                   Quick! says the castle. Take this cloth and wipe the emotion off your face. This is your
last chance to back out. You pick up the offered rag and go about the task with the same attitude as
you would cleaning a window. Hands fix a crown—heavy, gold, broken—atop your head. It tilts
and threatens to fall. 
                    Turn. “Shall we?” you ask.
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                   By way of answer, the castle once more takes you by the elbow and walks you to the
dining room, as if you were the spectacle at the end of a procession. The analogy isn’t inaccurate, all
things considered. 

#

                   Your mother greets you right at the entrance to the dining room. New wrinkles line her
mouth, accentuating her age. Movement catches the corner of your eye: the walls lose their gilt,
turning a pasty green colour. The floor shrinks. The opening behind your mother grows an off-white
trim. The castle steps off its high horse; or, perhaps, it never had one, and you only just noticed.
With one hand, your mother pulls you in towards her breast, the other carding through your hair. 
                   Welcome home, she says. Look how your hair’s grown. 
                   She’s right. It has. The last time you cut your hair was two months before you left, at her
behest. You close your eyes. She steps back and lets her hand fall to rest upon your shoulder, soft
and kind. 
                    Either she changed, or you have. Is it enough to matter? 
                    Come, she says a moment later. 
                    The two of you head into the dining room, which hasn’t aged a day. You’re bigger,
though, and take up more space. The table from your childhood stands in the middle of the room,
awkwardly wedged next to the kitchen. A cushion stolen from the living room rests on your
mother’s seat. Irremovable preschool ‘Good job!’ stickers litter the walls. Let’s eat, she says. 
                    Follow. Your chair scrapes hard against the floor when you pull it out, half its
upholstery missing. Food is already laid across the table—there are all your favourites from back
before you left. The two of you eat. 
                   She breaks the silence to speak, unprompted: What’s wrong? Your skin is pale. You’re
losing your golden. Are you eating enough? 
                   Your breath catches. Is this not what you have been waiting for? Take the chance before
it’s too late. Open your mouth. Confess. Hesitate for a second too long. Out with it, she says
frowning. You must learn to speak quickly, or no one will listen. 
                    The moment is lost. Set your chopsticks down across your bowl and shake your head.
“It’s nothing,” you say. 
                    But you can hear her next words forming (never say it’s nothing; you must learn to
speak your mind), so your truth slips free. Initiating the conversation now should be better than the
alternative lecture. 
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                      “Mother, I am grieving.” 
                      This gives her pause. It does not grant the satisfaction you expected. 
Grieving, she repeats with a tone three steps off-key. What for? 
                      You shrug. Rake your fingernails—clipped short, never left unattended for too long,
for they dirty quickly—across the table. There are still scratch marks deep into the wood, from when
you were aeons younger and lived with reckless abandon. 
                      “For what once was,” you say. “For what could have been.” 
                      She stares at you for a long moment, unmoving and unresponsive, before something
akin to recognition settles in her expression. It is surely not a fabrication of your own mind; she too
has been in your position, lost in the limbo between healing wounds and blind hope. She places food
in your bowl with experienced care. 
                      There is no use for such a thing, she says. Eat. You will feel better. You look beautiful,
in those clothes.

Sarah Walker is a biracial high school student from Ontario, Canada. She has recently been
published for the first time in Southchild Lit. You can find her on Twitter @qelizhus. 

 


